
 

The movie from 2008 is a love story starring Shah Rukh Khan and Anushka Sharma, with music by A.R. Rahman. The title
translates as "The One That Got Away". The film starts with a flashback showing how Rahul Khanna (played by Shah Rukh
Khan) and Jahnvi Gadodia (Anushka Sharma) met and fell in love during their college days.

In the present, Jhanvi's father, a wealthy businessman has arranged her marriage to Rohit Mehta (Abhishek Bachchan). While
Rahul is living in London after completing his education, he returns to India for his mother's final rites. He is shocked to see
Jahnvi walking towards him. Angered at seeing her again, he leaves without a word. On the other hand, his father dies and Rahul
takes care of his brother Gaurav (Gautham Kumar) to fulfill his last wishes. However, Rahul is also heartbroken after seeing
Jhanvi with another man and decides to finish his education and come back to India to pursue his dream of becoming an actor.
A few years later, Rahul is living in Mumbai and works as a make-up artist; whereas Jhanvi has moved on with her life and is
happily married to Rohit Mehta (portrayed by Abhishek Bachchan). Rahul meets Jhanvi at a hotel and they spend a few
moments together, however, they both ignore each other. Rahul's mother Ramani (Rati Agnihotri) tells him that he has to let his
past go and move on with his life. Meanwhile, Rohit learns from Rahul's mother about their past connection. He visits Jhanvi
and tries to persuade her to leave her husband but she refuses since she already has a life with Rohit. Rahul puts on some
makeup and he leaves the hotel in order to get an audition for a film. He sets out for the audition while Jhanvi is going through
some pages of her book in the kitchen. She hears a knock on the door and she goes to answer it, when she notices her husband is
not in the room. She opens the door and finds Rahul standing in front of her. They both begin to talk about their past
relationship and agree to leave their love in the past. The movie progresses with Rohit finding out that Rahul was Jhanvi's
previous love interest. He threatens Jhanvi to never see Rahul again or else he will be forced to take action otherwise. Rohit
meets with his boss Rajesh Jain (Chunky Pandey), where they discuss a deal about helping a politician who needs voters from
Mumbai, in order for him to win an election. Rahul is seen to have received an offer to act in a film and his friend (Sanjay Dutt)
tells him that he should accept the offer since it will help him to move on with his life. Rahul accepts the offer and says that he
will give Jhanvi a surprise, however he introduces himself as Rahul Khan, not as Rahul Khanna which angers Jhanvi since she
still has not forgiven him for cheating on her. He takes her along with him where he meets the director (Rajpal Yadav) who
requests him to act as Sartaj Singh. He is reluctant but says okay after the director promises that nothing will be taken from him
from his past.
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